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status in the hierarchy of kinship determined one's obligations, duties, and preroga-
tives. Rights and responsibilities were ascribed according to the status and the role one
was expected to play rather than on the basis of one's achievements or useful
contribution to the group's activities.
The isolation, the homogeneity, the intimacy of folk life meant that people
seldom thought critically about what they did or what they believed. What they did
and what they believed were right, for who did differently? Without comparison with
other ways of life, without disruptive contact from the outside, the age-old patterns
according to which everyone acts seemed unquestionably to be the ways that everyone
should act. Somehow the unconscious inculcation of normal sentiments developing
from infancy in talk, gesture, and custom acted as the basic controls for action, rather
than explicit, organised, formali/cd rules or precepts. Without written language,
without written records, without books, the rules were embodied more in conven-
tional tacit patterns of behavior than in explicit or formal codes of ethics or in
systematic regulations to be memorized and recited on demand. This is not to say that
morality was not learned nor (hat moral precepts were not memorized from the
myths, the stories of ancient heroes, the exploits of superhuman but personal deities.
How else could they be retained except by memory, and how else could they be
transmitted explicitly except by word of mouth? These myths certainly were to be
cherished and emulated, but they were not to be analysed or made objects of critical
scrutiny.
No wonder, then, that in small, isolated, intimate, unspcciali/ed, and nonlitcralc
societies education should he an integral part of the undiffcrcntiatcd, face-to-face,
personalised social and cultural process. Where no one special i/cd in governing or
administering, where no one specialised in a particular type of labor or work, where no
one spcciali/cd in the transmission of ideas or knowledge, it was natural that no one
specialised in teaching or in learning. All adults were teachers; we can never know how
deliberate or sell-conscious some may have become in inducting their children into
family, tribal, or village tasks. Undoubtedly some were more effective than others, just
as some children undoubtedly learned more rapidly and more effectively than others.
But with no written language and with full dependence upon an oral tradition which
may or may not have had special custodians or "rememberers,111 there was seldom an
organised school. It was inevitable that an accomplished paleolithic man must have
taught more than one boy at a time to throw a weapon, or skin an animal, or make a
tool. Surely the neolithic village women most skilled at making pottery or weaving
cloth must have attracted more than one girl at a time to watch and to learn. But the
evidence for the existence of schools is scarce.
Without writing, a stable and consistent basis for organised knowledge was
difficult to come by, despite the evidence of rudimentary notation systems. There was
accumulated practical wisdom, valuable technical lore, traditional ways of making,
doing, and drawing; but systematic, sequential sets of ideas that could be regarded as a
body of organised knowledge or predictive science were absent. This meant that most
folk societies were largely cut off from accurate and reliable knowledge of other
societies and even of their own past. Any time farther back than the memory of the
oldest persons was subject to the inaccuracies of untrained oral transmission and the

